C2000 Classic Series

Nothing outclasses a classic
The smooth curves and sleek lines of the C2000
Classic Series reflect the latest interior design
trends. Remarkable and affordable, C2000
features a level of quality and elegance that you
would expect from electrical accessories costing
much more.
The choice of colours and finishes available with
C2000 is quite outstanding. There are metal
cover finishes as well as moulded covers.
As covers and gridplates are interchangeable,
you can create combinations to match the
particular décor theme you are trying to achieve.
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*C2000 Classic Key Input Units are also available for use with
the C-Bus® Energy Management System - see page 17.
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A classic, sliced extra thin
At first glance, Slimline™ looks exactly like our
C2000 Classic Series switches and sockets. Viewed
from the side however, it’s a completely different story.
Clipsal has taken a Classic and sliced it extra thin!
The result is Slimline™, a range of switches and
sockets that are only 4mm thick (or should we say thin)
making them the thinnest switch plate in the world.
For many years, architects, builders and interior
designers have been requesting slim switches
that will blend into the wall surface.
Previously, the only option was the more expensive
metal plate switches. With Slimline™, there is a
comprehensive range that is unique but still looks at
home when used with regular C2000 Classic products.
A range of metal plate covers are available in the
Slimline™ Range too. They are sure to add a touch
of class at a fraction of the cost. The new Chrome
Shadow™ finish not only provides a stainless steel
look, but it is the only option that provides switch
mechanisms and power point sockets in a metal finish.
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*For information on how the Slimline™ Range can be used
for C-Bus® and HomeMinder applications turn to page 17.

SL2000 Eclipse®

A work of Art
Over 80 years of evolution has kept Clipsal electrical
products at the cutting edge of technology.
Little surprise then, that the new Eclipse® Range of
switches and sockets offers the thinnest switch plates
in the world. With a remarkably thin 4mm profile, they
are up to 60% thinner than others.
It is this understated design that truly distinguishes the
Eclipse® Range from our other products on offer.
The sleek elegance of Eclipse® rests smoothly on any
surface to ensure a slim and highly fashionable finish.
As with Slimline™, a range of metal plate covers
are available in the Eclipse® Range too.
They are sure to add a touch of class at a fraction
of the cost. The Eclipse® range is also available in
Clipsal’s unique Chrome Shadow™ finish. This world
first technology ensures that the entire switchplate,
mechanism and/or socket has the stainless steel
look. Chrome Shadow’s unique finish resists annoying
fingerprint marks and tarnishing. Switch and socket
innovation has never looked this good.

*For information on how the Eclipse® Range can be used for
C-Bus® and HomeMinder applications turn to page 17.
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